Texas Instruments

**TI-1766-II**

Extra-thin, solar-powered six-function calculator
TI-1766-II

Slim and trim to take along—and tough enough to take it.

Here's an everyday, eight-digit math marvel that's slim and trim—but tough enough to take it when you take it along.

Specially designed extra-large keys are extra convenient and extra helpful for fast, accurate calculating.

There's a three-key, full-function, add-to and subtract-from memory, an automatic percent key, automatic constant, and a square root key.

It's solar powered. A special energy panel works indoor or out, in any normal reading-light level.

It's lightweight. At only two-and-a-half ounces, you'll hardly know you've got it—until you need it.

It's light on your pocketbook . . . because it's economically priced and you'll never buy batteries.

Specifications
Display: 8-digit LCD
Size: 4.5 x 2.6 x 0.4 inches
Weight: 2.5 ounces
Power: Solar

Special features:
• Solar power—no batteries to buy. Ever. Works in any normal reading light, indoors or out.
• Big, well-spaced keys for easy operation.
• Percent key shortens and simplifies percentage calculations such as discounts or sales taxes.
• Automatic constant lets you solve repetitive problems without reentering numbers.
• Full-function add-to/subtract-from memory.
• Square root key

Limited Warranty
The TI-1766-II calculator is covered by a one-year limited warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. The full text of this warranty is published in the owner's manual accompanying the TI-1766-II.
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